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INTRODUCTION
Architecture in its mere perception is 'something' to
do with mass and space, beyond and above that it is
initially responsible for the genius of locus with the
gentle discipline of the m a s s - space paradox.

Yet present urban settings experience a destruction
of spirit of place (namely antisepses and lost spaces
within the city) for we could
discipline within our cities.

hardly find

observation

this

An analysis of this

implication shows that the spaces between buildings
(i.e. voids among solids) make a virtual impact on
this regard.

Spaces between buildings may either well thought,
designed or vice versa. Historical and contemporary
example trace evidences of both situations in terms

Background

of success and failure. Also in domestic context the
design of cities/towns indicate these extremes and
varying stages where the later ended

up with

paralyzed urban settings.

Overcoming of this problem - one of the trickiest
issues in contemporary urban design

discourse

foresees its direction towards the integration of
spaces between buildings with the city as a whole.
For this to be visualized within the cities we live in,
urban design efforts demand for the potential of
spatial integrity in its fetus form - which forms the
constituent

spaces,

a

single

entity

-

for

the

extraction of virgin concepts.

Throughout the process of human evolution man's
physical and psychic changes stained successive

Need of the

study

imprints on DNA. Similarly the resultant behavior of
man has made tangible traces on the physical
environment with the help of architectural tools.

Significance of 'built' sense found its origin from the
very basic dwelling unit - the house. House has
been

identified

as

the

fundamental

built

environmental unit, which made the subtle refection
of 'self. Hence within the house man finds his true
nature as the self is manifested with the articulation
of spaces.

Within the homestead his psychic and

physical being is nourished by dividing it in to
relevant spatial components, yet maintaining an
undisturbed spatial flow / progression in chorus.

In between spaces being the 'connective tissue' for
putting up the main spaces in to sequential flow
make the house a unique place of dwelling. So the
house hardly seeks its existence / personality with
these spaces (main spaces/ in between spaces) in
isolation.

As man creates his behavioral sphere physically a
large entity (i.e. to live in a city) he finds himself
within a greater context compared to that of the
house.

For the mere perception of self he again

appeals for a 'homey' environment for he cannot be
some are else in the city.

This reveals that the

functional and symbolic spaces of a city should
jk

make the same sense of the house in collective
terms.
Thus study seeks its significance with the city
planning

concepts

and

guidelines

within

the

framework of the house. In other words, house as a

intention

of the

study

metaphor for the city, emphasizing the importance
of spaces in between.

Cities, which have lost their spatial continuity (as
what we can find within a house) destroy the
collective sense of dwelling within them.

Space in

between being the mediator for straightening this
continuity becomes one of the key constituents of
most urban design approaches.

Making use of selected theories and concepts of
different view points it is intended to extract some
of the guidelines for development strategies of
domestic

urban

settings,

to

make

the

city a

Method

of

study

responsive environment where you find the rich
sense of continuity that can be found even within
the house.
From the broader perspective of city designing and
planning,
theoretical

the

study

aspects

gives
of

emphasis

maintaining

to

the

oneness,

continuity of a city using strategies based an space
in between. Here the mass space relationships of a
city fabric is stressed to study in detail with their
underlying principles.

Analyzing

of

concepts

of

selected

theorists,

Architects and planners is done for and purpose of
making out the similarities / contradictions if any,
this fame work is then interpreted to match with the
physical study area.

Scope and

limitations

RESEARCH STUDY
Starting from the first principles of city planning
concepts up to contemporary designers within the
above framework.
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